Theories of where Jimmy Hoffa’s body might be buried are:

Florida Swamp
Theory: Anthony “Tony Pro” Provenzano put a hit out on Hoffa. After being killed his body was “ground
up in little pieces, shipped to Florida and thrown into a swamp.”
Who brought the theory to light: Self-proclaimed mafia murderer Charles Allen. He served time with
Hoffa and later participated in the federal witness-protection program and told the story to a U.S Senate
committee in 1982.
Outcome: The FBI did not fine enough evidence to support this theory and people questioned if Allen
was just trying to sell the story to make money.

Giants Stadium
Theory: Some of the most infamous mobsters had Hoffa buried under Section 107 of Giants Stadium in
East Rutherford, New Jersey. This is the most well-known theory and during construction police left
section 107 as untouched as possible.
Who brought the theory to light: Self-proclaimed hit man Donald “Tony the Greek” Frankos. He
mentioned the theory in a 1989 interview with Playboy magazine.
Outcome: The FBI did not find enough evidence to support the claim and didn’t bother showing up to
Giants Stadium when it was demolished in 2010.

The Great Lakes
Theory: Hoffa was kidnapped by either federal marshals or federal agents and driven to a nearby airport.
He was killed and his body was taken on an airplane. His body was then pushed out of the plane into the
Great Lakes that surround Michigan.
Who brought the theory to light: Former Hoffa aide and enforcer Joseph Franco in the 1987 book Hoffa’s
Man
Outcome: Other than Franco’s word, there was nothing to support his claim.

“The Irishman” Plot
Theory: Hoffa was murder by ally Frank “The Irishman” Sheeran inside a Detroit home. Key points of the
theory became the basis for the 2019 movie “The Irishman”.
Who brough the theory to light: Frank “The Irishman” Sheeran

Outcome: In 2004, Bloomfield Township police visited the home and ripped up floorboards. The FBI
crime lab concluded that although blood was found on them, it was not Hoffa’s.

Landfill
Theory: Hoffa’s body was buried in a steel drum in a steel drum in a landfill beneath the Pulaski Skyway
in Jersey City, New Jersey.
Who brought the theory to light: Landfill worker, Frank Cappola told a friend about Hoffa being buried in
the landfill during a 2020 deathbed confession.
Outcome: In October 2021, FBI agents obtained a search warrant and conducted a survey on a baseball
diamond sized piece of land in the proximity of the landfill. The results of the search have yet to be
released.

